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Andrew Bouffard
on a field trip
in Namibia,
Southern Africa.

Deep work.
Deep impact.

A deeply
invested
We are CPCS,
a global infrastructure
management consulting
firm specializing in transport,
power, public-private
partnerships and
related analytics.

team doing

high-

impact

work

CPCS?
Planning your next career move?
Come do high-impact work with us.

|

Go to cpcs.ca/careers or send
your resume to careers@cpcs.ca.
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we

we love
going deeper
in the

markets we
specialize in.

Transport. Power. PPP.

If we haven’t met yet, I’m Dolir, a deepsea diver and CPCS’s mascot. Like all my
colleagues, I’m an explorer at heart. My job
is to explore the depths and guide them as
they find evidence-based solutions to tough
infrastructure challenges. Depth helps us
deliver greater impacts.
And depth we need as 2021 showed us
how infrastructure is critical to our lives:
• Aging public infrastructure like power
systems, roads, bridges and ports
• Erratic supply chains
• A global airline industry stuck on
the ground
• Mass public transit systems suffering
• Shift towards green mobility
• Adapting built infrastructure to climate
change

One thing
hasn’t
changed…
…and it’s
the need
for good
infrastructure.

• Helping governments transition from
polluting to renewable energies.
So, this is where we come into play, by helping
decision makers see and understand clearly
what’s at stake as their decisions have longlasting impacts on our economies, social fabric
and the environment.

A different kind of
employee-owned company
Among the highlights
from 2021, we:
Photo credit:
Ottawa Business Journal

• Integrated our team with
UK-based transport advisors
First Class Partnerships (FCP)

n our inaugural issue of The Depths magazine, we
Ishowcased
how our core DEEPER IF beliefs play out in

• Grew our team to more than
150 professionals, up from
120 the previous year

our business, projects and team. We remain as committed
to these core beliefs today as we provide high impact and
strategic advice to infrastructure leaders around the world.

• Successfully completed close
to 120 projects across the globe

Our team is at the core of what we do and we’re proud of
what we’ve been able to accomplish together. This is true
as the pandemic lingers and forced us to find creative
ways to operate and drive impacts.
Our magazine showcases specific examples of what we’ve
accomplished, and it is ultimately about, and dedicated to,
the team that made it all happen.

• Bolstered our personnel
development and inclusive
talent management resources
• We had fun, even if we couldn’t
interact and travel as much as
before the pandemic.

Jean-François Arsenault and Marc-André Roy
Managing Partners

Architecture,
engineering and
planning firms
Technical advisory, detailed
planning and design.

Accounting
and management
consulting firms
Management consulting

1,500
150

total number
of projects
completed to-date

full
CPCS
team

120
projects
completed
in 2021

75+
employees who

own shares
in CPCS

41
employees
hired
in 2021

12
offices
globally

110
countries
where we’ve worked

2021 in numbers.
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Strategic advisory and
technical leadership in 2021.
Some of our work across the globe.
National
port strategy

Assessed potential
for economic
corridors to support
economic growth

Market and
political economy
analysis

Ferry cost
analysis project

Technical
advisory for a
highway in a PPP

Regional traffic
bottleneck
assessment

Port
development
action plan

Delivered renewable
energy training for
Green Climate Fund
Strategic
rail
advisory
services

Study on the social
acceptability of toll
roads (Gabon)
Developed
infrastructure
plan for
inter-island
transport
(Comoros Union)

Feasibility
assessment
of an electric
mobility fund

Developed
strategy for the
energy sector
in the Central
African Republic
Support for
the negotiation of
Independent Power
Producer projects
(Madagascar)

people

company

impact
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Kristen Hartpence
co-authored a
paper on cargo
delay published
in the World
Customs Journal.
Boer Cui
completed
a 3-month
transportation
research program
at McGill University.

people

Proud of my CPCS
buddies and their
accomplishments
this year. Here are
some highlights.

Andrew Bouffard
spent 3 months in
Rwanda.
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Good vibes only!
Some wore it
proudly and
others went
for hot
sauce
jars!

Knowledge is power.
Impact of accessibility
on bus ridership.
My colleague Boer Cui, a consultant specialized in analytics, enjoyed a
3-month research program with Transportation Research at McGill (TRAM).
From July to September 2021, she studied the impact of accessibility on bus
ridership for the city of Portland, Oregon and presented how ridership could
be improved with greater ease of access to bus stops.
Throughout this program, she deepened her knowledge of data and tools,
specifically in R programming by using Rapid Realistic Routing (R5R) to
generate travel time matrices.

Kristen Hartpence co-authors
peer-reviewed paper in World
Customs Journal.
Kristen Hartpence co-authored a peer-reviewed paper in World Customs
Journal. Read the full article here.

Key takeaways:
The main contributors of cargo delay in Sub-Saharan African ports:
• Custom processes for import cargo
• Terminal operator processes and traders' response time for transit cargo.
Recommendations to alleviate
cargo delay in these ports:
• Implement electronic single
window systems accessible
by importers.
• Use intelligent customs risk
engines to reduce the need
for physical inspections.
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Chief
numbercruncher.
Oops! Since shifting
predominantly to
remote work, I started
pocket-dialing my
colleagues via Teams!
CPCS has amazing
culture, interesting work
and great colleagues.
If there’s one thing you
should know about us,
it’s that we do what
we say.”

Mohammed Musa
Chief Financial Officer

Common
sense, not
Comic Sans!
I’m all about
the diversity
of our culture
and that I’m
involved in
the impact
from the
quality
we bring.”

Angela Chalhoub
Senior Graphic Designer
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Geovisualization
pro, AKA the
transportation
map storyteller.
I randomly fell into the field of
transportation. It’s been a fun ride ever
since full of rewarding challenges.
12 years later, I continue to be thankful
for my fellow co-workers who taught me
to be a valuable and active member
of the CPCS team!”

Eric Séguin
Principal Consultant, Data Visualization
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I left CPCS for
a supposedly
better
opportunity,
then came
back!”

Elisabetta Cocco
Assistant Controller

Jonathan Barwick
UK-based Chief External Operating Officer

Strategic
rail advisory
served with
brioche!
When away from high-stakes
infrastructure projects, my
buddy Jonathan enjoys putting
on his apron to become chief
baking officer, making crispy
and buttery brioche and
homemade croissants.

•

crack 6 eggs into mixer including
the following ingredients:
• 500g of strong flour • 100g milk
• 1tsp (10g) salt
• 15g fresh yeast (or 7g dry yeast)
• 50g sugar
• zest of half lemon + orange

•

knead dough in mixer for 8-10mins
on low
start adding cubes of cold butter
when the dough starts becoming
sticky – do this in 3 stages allowing
the butter to completely mix in before
adding more (250g in total)
when the dough starts pulling away
cleanly from the sides of

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

the bowl, that’s an indication that it is
ready-to-go
add 400-450g of dough to a 1lb loaf tin
(there will be enough dough for 2
loaves)
use a touch of flour if needed to roll
using palm into four 100g round rolls
allow to prove for 2-3 hours before
baking
brush with egg wash
(1 egg, beaten)
bake loaves for 30-35 minutes at
200°C (12-14mins for smaller rolls)
add a touch of water to base of
preheated oven to add steam.

An underrated skill because as a
COO, you can achieve different
outcomes by adjusting a few
elements. In fact, nearly all breads
are made combining roughly only
flour, water and fat in different
proportions but the variation
in outcomes is immense.”
“If only an instant oversea
food delivery existed.
Perhaps a future infrastructure
project to consider!”
—Dolir
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A masterclass in infrastructure
management consulting.
Glad I had the nerve
to pitch an unsolicited
internship request to one
of the managing partners.
I couldn’t have been more immersed in
deep infrastructure work this early in my
career. My 3-month stint at CPCS was the
masterclass in infrastructure management
consulting I was looking for, and it
reaffirmed my interest to work in this field.”
—Chang-Boong Lee

Be CPCS’s next intern or junior
consultant! Apply through our
Young Professionals Program
at ypp@cpcs.ca

From one adventure to another.

Andrew Bouffard, my colleague
from our Growth and Operations
team, spent three months in
Kigali, Rwanda, as part of our
international placement program.
During his time there, he
provided on-the-ground-support
to ongoing CPCS projects in the
country and region.
You may recognize Andrew’s
face from the cover of this
magazine! After his time in
Rwanda, he went to Namibia
for an ongoing project and to
explore the country.

Speaking of exploring, some of
my other CPCS buddies also had
some fun adventures this year!
Albane Deau, a consultant
specialized in transport and
urban development, got stuck
deep in the sand in Mauritania
while on a work assignment.
Luckily, everything worked
out all fine and sandy!

My buddy Jan Grabowiecki,
who specializes in infrastructure
advisory and public finance, saw
some fun infrastructure sights in
Gabon.
Hichame Selmaoui, Vice
President of our Growth and
Operations team, and JeanFrançois Arsenault, Managing
Partner, made the most of their
time in Niger and Benin.
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Fun Facts!

When you think you really
know your colleagues…
once climbed to a mountain top and
dove to the seafloor in the same trip.
built a remote access cottage by
hand, which took seven years.
enjoys horology, the study of timepieces.
novice woodworker who
genuinely enjoys sanding.

used to compete in powerlifting
competitions.
keeps a very small flock of Norfolk Horn sheep.
enjoys the outdoors so much that he’s travelled
more than 180 out of 280 kilometers so far of the
Ontario Grand River on a stand-up paddle board.
wants to be a film maker in another life.

first woman tax expert in Mali.
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Some deep conversations.
Things we say…

Still no agreement on whether
it’s a hotdog or a sausage
roll…

When you need
evidence-based advice
to plan your birthday,
you poll the entire
workforce via Teams!

Blowing off some steam on
workplace communication
pet peeves…
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Glowing reviews for CPCS!
| 2021

4.5

Culture & Values

4.6

Diversity & Inclusion

4.6

Work/Life Balance

3.7

Senior Management

4.6

Compensation and Benefits

3.9

Career Opportunities

4.4

Recommends

Positive Outlook

Approves CEO

“Culture is always set at the top. I find senior management
to be dedicated, energetic, empathetic and approachable.
Strong culture of entrepreneurship, quality, curiosity.”
Jean-François
Arseneault
Managing Partner

“Great people, interesting work, lots of variety.”

“Diverse team of highly skilled and very intelligent people.
Work is interesting, challenging and diversified.”
Marc-André Roy
Managing Partner

98%

Recommends
to a friend

97%

Approve
of CEO

“Challenging assignments that contribute directly to
development of major infrastructure projects.”

“Opportunity to work on high impact projects while
charting personal professional development.”

“Challenging assignments that contribute directly to
development of major infrastructure projects.”
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company

Some
highlights:
We had
some
exciting
changes
to our
business
in 2021!

• Merger with FCP:
1-year anniversary

• Amina Gerba
named to Canada’s Senate

• Depth University
ranked best of its kind
and more…
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Depth University ranked
best of its kind according
to a trusted source.
CPCS has no immediate plan to build a 300-seat auditorium
training facility, but it’s a possibility.

With several qualified and
experienced professors, DepthU
is an infrastructure management
consulting university imagined
by CPCS.
It can be harder to get into DepthU than many other prestigious
universities, and students graduating from our corporate school
receive invaluable knowledge in all things management consulting,
or as others call it CPCSology.
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A corporate retreat
with depth that
CPCSers enjoy…

Hanging out with
colleagues around the
world plotting CPCS’s
future is absolutely
invaluable.”

It’s rare that a company
with more than 150 people
gives all its employees
a say and a role in its
future. I’m proud to be
a CPCSer.”

—Maya Rusten

—Eddie Wytkind

Senior Consultant, US

It’s a time where
management reinforces
a sense of belonging
for all and where every
opinion counts.”

—Mamoudou Bocoum
Associate Vice President,
Francophone Africa

Consultant, US
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Merger with FCP
1 year anniversary
FCP joined the CPCS Group, creating
a powerhouse in strategic transportation
advisory and technical leadership.
Deeper depth in transportation has never
been more needed as cities, government
and countries grapple with green mobility,
aging infrastructure, climate change,
supply chain issues and consequences
of COVID-19.

Rail Live! 2021
in Madrid, Spain | Ian Horseman Sewell,
Daniel Webster and Alejandro Yela
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Build it right
the first time.

Although my CPCS pals are all unique, we share our DEEPER IF beliefs, which anchor the
projects we choose and the way that we work as a team. We also like to learn from each other
and share our information, ideas and fun! Inside our ecosystem:

DepthU
Depth U is CPCS’s internal
educational platform where
we host classes on strategy,
business processes, project
management, introductions
to technical areas and more.

Young
Professionals
Program
The YPP is for early career
professionals who want to
become management
consultants and have an
impact right away. We train
them, provide mentorship
and support them on their
paths to become the next
great management
consultants.

FunHub

Knowledge Centre

Our FunHub is where
CPCSers share the fun
things they’re up to, whether
it’s something they
saw while travelling,
a new hobby they’re working
on, or a team lunch.

We like to keep new knowledge
accessible to everyone. In our
Knowledge Centre, employees
share information they’ve
learned from their research
and experience.

CPCS labs
CPCS labs includes an
extensive collection of
prebuilt components and
templates which allow
us to quickly design,
customize, and iterate
on highly interactive data
visualizations. These
compelling interactive
visualization experiences
help tell a story and make
data easier to grasp.

having fun all year long!
Fun means different things to all of us.

Marc-André tries
unsuccessfully to beat
Andrew Breen at pool
From left: Michael Schabas, Passenger
Rail Practice Leader, Transport | MarcAndré Roy, Managing Partner | Andrew
Breen, Head of Internal Operations, UK
and Europe

Thank you for giving
me the opportunity to
serve as an external
board member of
your great firm.
It was truly
a privilege and I really
appreciated discovering
the excellent work that
CPCS is doing all
over the world and
particularly in
Africa,” said Amina
in her resignation
letter to CPCS.”

Appointed by Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau
in July 2021, Amina
Gerba, a multi-awardwinner businesswoman
and recipient of several
honours, had to step
down as a CPCS Board
Member to fulfill her
new role as independent
Senator.

Amina Gerba
named to Canada’s Senate

Infrastructure-related
music playlist put together
by our CPCSers:

Infrastructure

John Denver –
Leaving on a Jet Plane

Talking Heads –
Road to Nowhere

Robert Wyatt –
Shipbuilding

Gary Numan – Cars
Seun Kuti – African
Dreams

Fena Gitu – Steam
Iggy Pop – The
Passenger

Grateful Dead –
Truckin’

Willie Nelson – On the
Road Again

B.B. King – Let the Good

Click each album
to link to song on
Spotify

Above all,
I really enjoyed
the diverse and
international
culture
CPCS has.”

—Anne-Lise
Pasquier-Fay
Partnership
Manager, France

CPCS has
people on the
ground who
respect local
realities and the
firm understands
the power of
tackling and
solving a
problem through
multiple points
of view.”

I don’t think
I had ever paid
too much attention
to the word
‘infrastructure’
before working
at CPCS!”
Once onboard,
Katie was quick
to appreciate how
good infrastructure
can benefit
communities
and create
social value.”

—Vidhi
Mohan

—Katie
Pearce

Independent
Transport
Consultant and
Director, United
Kingdom

Commercial
Management
Graduate,
United Kingdom

Exceptional
mentorship,
diverse
responsibilities
and high-impact
material make
CPCS the perfect
place to hone
your skills.”

—Emile
Lin
Technical Writer,
Canada

Rachel Aland’s
advice to new
hires and those
considering a
career inside
an infrastructure
management firm
like CPCS is get
ready to learn
a lot.”

—Rachel
Aland
Program Manager,
United States
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impact

Some
highlights:
• Solution to help power
utilities in Sub-Saharan
Africa
• CPCS transport study
shaped major US rail
safety and governance bill

Deep
impact
across
the
globe!

• CPCS designed SubSaharan Africa’s largest
solar and battery storage
procurement program.
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A solution to help power
utilities in Sub-Saharan Africa
Photo credit: Agence française de développement

CPCS among the winners
of the Digital Energy
Challenge by AFD.
Thank you, Romain Frandji, you did a great job
representing the CPCS team and thank you to the
Agence française de développement (AFD) for this
great opportunity.
The Agence sénégalaise d’électrification rurale (ASER)
or Senegalese Rural Electrification Agency, and
CPCS were winners in the category energy
operators in partnership with a provider of
innovative technologies and/or services.

The project:
Develop a mobile
georeferencing and
mapping method using artificial
intelligence to digitally map
out a locality's electricity
distribution. Mounted on a
vehicle, the RobotMapper tool
captures essential and reliable
data to facilitate electrification
planning and maintenance.

Photo credit: Agence française
de développement
Left: Ousmane Sarr, ASER
Right: Romain Frandji, CPCS

Impactful projects…
…from Africa to Canada and the US
CAA turns to CPCS for
data-driven solutions
to trafﬁc congestion:
Poor roads cost Canadian motorists
$3 billion a year, reveals a CPCS
study for the Canadian Automobile
Association (CAA), one of the
largest and oldest consumerbased organizations in Canada.

Shaping the Texas-Mexico
Border Transportation
Master Plan. Read more here.
A CPCS transportation
governance study
informs major
Washington State
rail safety bill.

CPCS provides
trustworthy data and
analyses that allows the
Canadian Automobile
Association (CAA) to
pursue its public advocacy
work with confidence.”
—Ian Jack
Vice President of
Public Affairs, CAA National

It’s rewarding to see
how our timely advice
has contributed to
actionable steps and
moved the conversation
in improving rail safety
in Washington State.”
—Joel Carlson
CPCS transportation specialist

CPCS research reveals
skills gap in West Africa’s
electricity sector
Insights were uncovered using data from more than
70 stakeholders such as utilities, ministries and
universities, across 15 countries in the region.

Download report »

The electricity sector in
West Africa is poised to
receive large investments
in the coming years.
However, the numbers
suggest that the sector
does not have enough
qualified workers to take
advantage of this growth.”

Decarbonizing long-haul
trucking in Eastern Canada
CPCS was involved in a study that
simulated the connection of long-haul
trucks to overhead electrical wires on
highways to reduce greenhouse gas
emitted by heavy road freight.
CPCS-led study uncovers that rail passengers expect
good Wi-Fi services. This expectation could influence
how future carriages are designed, procured and built
to improve mobile coverage onboard trains.

Download report »

UK PROJECT

Rail passengers expect
good Wi-Fi services.
This technical study could potentially influence how future carriages are
designed, procured and built to improve mobile coverage onboard trains.
Our UK team led this study in collaboration with our colleagues at the Department for Transport
and other partner firms.

Download report »

Notable perspectives
from CPCS specialists.
Build the right transit system for
Canada’s National Capital Region.
CPCS sees a lack of joint thinking to connect Ottawa’s light-rail train and
Gatineau’s future tram. Governance and politics should not get in the way
of taking a big picture view of how to deliver the greatest value to passengers
and serve Canada’s entire National Capital Region.

Top 20 US container ports.
As a result of an increasingly global economy, US ports are moving more
and more containers. Despite significant investments in recent years,
the pandemic has caused port demand to surge far beyond capacity,
especially on the West Coast. This is leading to unprecedented port
congestion which poses significant risks to the economy, including barriers
to trade, good shortages, and inflation. This crisis should not be ignored.

Budgetary risks in public-private partnerships:
Q&A with 3 senior PPP specialists.
How the public sector manages budgetary risks in PPP contracts can be
crucial in determining whether it successfully delivers infrastructure or is
saddled with financial loss for the foreseeable future.

Why pairing solar energy with battery
storage was the solution to
Mozambique’s energy challenge.

Photo credit: Energy Global‘s Spring 2021 magazine issue

CPCS designed Sub-Saharan Africa’s largest
solar and battery storage procurement program.
Solar and battery combination is accelerating
Mozambique’s objective to secure universal
access to electricity by 2030 and this solution
alleviates grid constraints by providing energy
to cities that need it the most.

CPCSers
who joined us in

2021

+1-613-237-2500 | cpcs.ca | cpcs.ca/newsletter | linkedin.com/company/cpcs/

979 Bank Street, Suite 200
Ottawa, Ontario (Canada)
K1S 5K5

communications@cpcs.ca
Issue designed, written and edited by the
Communications and Marketing team.
Illustrations by Mike Parsons.
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This magazine was made 100% with this in mind:

progress over perfection.
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